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FICHA INFORMATIVA PARA AUXILIARES DE CONVERSACIÓN 

SCHOOL DETAILS - CEIP Santiago. 

- Calle Santiago, 43. La Línea (Cádiz) 11300. 

- Telephone number: 956 67 09 89 

- Email: 11007417.edu@juntadeandalucia.es 

-School Location: 5M64+WJ  

Education Level - Childhood Education and Elementary School (3 -12) 

 

Staff Contact for Language 
Assistants 

- Bilingual Coordinator: Juan Luis Serrano. 

- Email: jluisserranopedrosa@gmail.com 

 

Collaboration subjects of the 
Language Assistant 

- Natural and Social Sciences, Physical Education. 

Norms, Resources and Materials 
for Language Assistant 
collaboration 

 

- Web page: www.ceipsantiagolalinea.es 

- Youtobe channel: https://www.youtube.com/@colegiosantiago4113 

Information about the 
neighborhood and city (video). 

- La Línea is a small city located in the south of Andalusia sur-

rounded by two seas. It is well connected with the capitals of Cá-

diz, Sevilla and Málaga and you can reach the magnificent 

beaches of Tarifa or the Costa del Sol from here.  

Its gastronomy is very varied with delicious Mediterranean dishes. 

Next to the city is the city of Gibraltar, with its British culture and 

a history of three civilizations, with an airport that communicates 

with several British cities.  

La Línea is an ideal place for fun, an encounter with culture and 

friendship. 

 

- Promotional video: https://www.youtube.com/user/aytodelalinea 

 

Getting to school. -  You can get to school on foot if you live in the center, or by bike 

or bus if you live in the neighborhoods. Distances are generally 

short in the city. 
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Accommodation. 
- Where to live in town? 
 

- We recommend you live in the center of the city, where you will 

find better services, although you can also use the bus if you decide 

to live on the outskirts. 

-Utilize fotocasa or idealista for apartment searching, as well as 

asking the school.  

- Most auxiliares have shared apartments in the past few years. 

Some have rented an individual room in a local’s house. 

Contact with other language 
assistants or mentor. 

- It’s recommended to reach out to other auxiliares via Facebook or 

Whatsapp; can ask the school coordinator for contact information 

once the placement is confirmed by each auxiliar. 
 

Previous Experiences published 
publicly from prior language 
assistants  

 

 

 


